Abstract. Tableau-based proof systems have been designed for many logics extending classical rst-order logic. This paper proposes a sound tableau calculus for temporal logics of the rst-order CTL-family. Until now, a tableau calculus has only been presented for the propositional version of CTL. The calculus considered operates with pre xed formulas and may be regarded as an instance of a labelled deductive system. The pre xes allow an explicit partial description of states and paths of a potential Kripke counter model in the tableau. It is possible in particular to represent path segments of nite but arbitrary length which are needed to process reachability formulas. Furthermore, we show that by using pre xed formulas and explicit representation of paths it becomes possible to express and process fairness properties without having to resort to full CTL . The approach is suitable for use in interactive proof-systems.
Introduction
Interactive proof-systems for veri cation of processes are gaining increasing interest. A very popular approach is to use temporal logic. Following from the observation that most of the speci cation can be expressed in rst-order CTL, an extension of existing proof-systems to temporal logic of the CTL-family seems adequate. This paper presents an intuitive, straightforward extension of the rstorder tableau calculus to rst-order CTL with additional fairness requirements well-suited for use in an interactive proof-system. The main ideas are explicit representation of the \geographical" structure of a ctive model by way of naming of states and paths, encoding of this information in a special type of formulas, abstraction of path segments of unknown, but nite length in order to process and represent eventualities. The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 the temporal logic CTL and the notion of a Kripke-structure are reviewed. In section 3 the tableau semantics is presented. Section 4 gives the tableau rules and casts a short glance on correctness and completeness: A complete calculus for rst-order CTL cannot be achieved. In section 5 fairness requirements are analyzed and included into the 1 calculus and some further extensions are pointed out. Section 6 completes the work with some concluding remarks.
The Temporal Logic CTL
The base of rst-order CTL is a language of rst-order predicate logic, including the symbols \(" and \)", the boolean connectives :,^, _, !, the quanti ers 8, 9, and an in nite set of variables Var := fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g. A particular language is given by its signature consisting of function symbols and predicate symbols with xed arities ord(f) resp. ord(p). Terms, rst-order formulas, and the notions of bound and free variables are de ned in the usual way, free(F) denoting the set of variables occurring free in a set F of formulas.
A substitution (over a signature ) is a mapping : Var ! Term where (x) 6 = x for only nitely many x 2 Var. : (x) = t is written as x t].
Substitutions are extended to terms and formulas as usual.
A rst-order interpretation I = (I; U) over a signature consists of a nonempty set U (universe) and a mapping I which maps every function symbol f 2 to a function I(f) : U ord(f) ! U and every predicate symbol p 2 to a relation I(p) U ord (p) .
A variable assignment is a mapping : Var ! U. For a variable assignment , a variable x, and d 2 U, the modi ed variable assignment d x is identical with except that it assigns the element d 2 U to the variable x. Let denote the set of variable assignments.
The notion of an interpretation is extended to an evaluation I : Term ! U: I(x; ) := (x) for x 2 Var, I(f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ); ) := (I(f))(I(t 1 ; ); : : : ; I(t n ; )) for f 2 , ord(f) = n and t 1 ; : : : ; t n 2 Term . To indicate the truth of a formula F in an interpretation I under a variable assignment , the standard notation j = FO (or simply j =) is used: Let s; t be terms, p a predicate symbol, ord(p) = n, t 1 ; : : : ; t n terms, x a variable, A and B formulas. De nition 1. A rst-order Kripke-structure over a signature is a triple K = (G; R; M) where G is a set of states, R G G an accessibility relation, and for every g 2 G, M(g) = (M(g); U(g)) is a rst-order interpretation of with universe U(g). G and R are called the frame of K.
In this paper, only Kripke-structures with constant universe (i.e. U(g) = U(g 0 ) for all g; g 0 2 G) are considered. The notion of a variable assignment is then de ned as in the rst-order case.
De nition 2. For a Kripke-structure K over a signature the state-independent portion c consists of all function symbols f : (M(g))(f) = (M(g 0 ))(f) for all g; g 0 2 G and all predicate symbols p : (M(g))(p) = (M(g 0 ))(p) for all g; g 0 2 G. This induces a state-independent evaluation K(t) for t 2 Term c. De nition 3. A path p in a Kripke-structure K = (G; R; M) is a sequence p = (g 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :), g i 2 G with R(g i ; g i+1 ) holding for all i. It induces a mapping p : IN ! G with p(i) = g i . Let pj i := (g i ; g i+1 ; : : :).
The family CTL of temporal logics of branching time used in this paper is de ned in BMP81], CE81], and EH83] in its propositional version. It uses the unary modal operators 2 (\always"), 3 (\sometimes"), (\nexttime"), the binary modal operator until, and two path-quanti ers A and E. For this paper, only a short review of CTL { the basic logic of this family { is given. Two classes of formulas are distinguished: state formulas holding in states, and path formulas holding on paths:
De nition 4. The syntax of CTL-formulas is given as follows:
(S0) Every rst-order formula is a CTL-state formula. Every action which is enabled in nitely often in the future will be carried out eventually. La80], EC80] and EH83] state that strong fairness cannot be expressed in CTL. The CTL expression is given as follows:
CTL : A((23(action enabled)) ! 3(action is carried out)) .
Related Work
In CES86] and EL85], a model checking procedure for propositional CTL is presented. The inclusion of fairness requirements is done by extensions to the algorithm.
In BMP81], EH82], and Wol85], a tableau semantics and -calculus for propositional CTL is presented. The paths of the tableau represent paths in a ctive model. Cycles in the tableau are allowed. After termination, which is guaranteed, eventuality formulas have to be postprocessed. In case of a nonclosable tableau where no inconsistency is found by postprocessing, the whole tableau represents a model of the initial formula. An extension to CTL or at least to fairness requirements does not exist.
Both methods cannot be extended to rst-order variants because the nite number of possible di erent states is the central point in their concept.
Facing these problems, it seems necessary to make basic changes in the processing of eventualities: it has to be possible to abstract from nitely many states in-between. In turn, it also seems desirable to have a 1:1-correspondence of branches of the tableau to Kripke-structures.
A Tableau Semantics for Branching Time
To achieve a strict distinction between the two graph structures \Kripke-structure" and \tableau", the terms \path" and \state" will be used for Kripkestructures whereas the terms \branch" and \node" will be used for tableaux.
Like in traditional tableau proving, for a proof of the validity of a formula F, the inconsistency of the formula :F is proven. It is systematically tried to construct a model for :F, with the intention to show the impossibility of that attempt. So the situation from rst-order theorem proving to nd a model for a given set of formulas occurs multiply: Every state is such a rst-order interpretation. For this purpose the well-known rst-order tableau calculus will be embedded in the temporal tableau calculus which is constructed. Moreover, from these rst-order interpretations a branching time temporal Kripke-structure has to be built. Therefore it is necessary to describe many individual states as well as the relations between them in the tableau. The latter include the ordering of states on a path together with the connections between di erent paths.
Thus three kinds of entities have to be described: Elements of the universe inside states, states, and paths. In the chosen semantics these will be explicitly named when their existence is stated by a formula:
Elements of the universe: as in the rst-order tableau calculus a new constant resp. function symbol is introduced by a -rule when an 9-quantor is processed.
States: states are named when required by an existence formula (type 3F or F). In the chosen semantics a newly named state has to be positioned on an existing path, retaining the linear ordering of all states on this path. Paths: paths are named when required by an existence formula of the kind EP . A newly introduced path is assumed to branch o in the state where its existence is claimed. In general, between two known states there can be many other still unknown states. These can be named when needed. Thus, a straightforward dissolving of eventualities at any time is possible.
To allow the naming of states at any position of the model, the descriptions of paths contain, apart from the (partial) ordering of known states, additional information about formulas which have to be true in still unknown states on the segments in-between. These are used when new states are explicitly named.
As a conceptional extension of rst-order tableaux, every branch of the tableau (resp. the set of formulas on it) corresponds to a complete Kripkestructure.
Representation
Starting with a formula F over a signature , it is systematically attempted to create a Kripke-structure satisfying F. As every branch of the tableau represents a complete Kripke-structure, apart from the rst-order portion, information about the frame of the Kripke-structure has to be coded in tableau nodes. For distinguishing and naming of states, a tableau calculus based on the free variable tableau calculus from Ree87], Fit90] augmented with pre xes is used for the rst-order portion: A state formula F, assumed to be true in a certain state, occurs in the tableau as pre xed formula : F. The paths described in the tableau are named by path descriptors. For these, path information formulas contain the information about the pre xes situated on this path.
Thus the signature T used in the tableau is partitioned into L ( rst-order part) and F (frame part).
In a rst step, is augmented with a countable in nite set of n-ary (skolem) function symbols for every n 2 IN and a countable in nite set of variables X i .
F consists of a set? of pre x symbols and a set^ of path symbols, each containing a countable in nite set of n-ary pre x-resp. path symbols for every n 2 IN. The construction of pre xes and path descriptors from these corresponds to the use of skolem functions in the rst-order tableau calculus. Here the pre xand path symbols take the role of the skolem functions. With this, the free variables resulting from invocations of the -rule have to be considered. Thus pre xes and path descriptors are terms consisting of a pre x symbol^ resp. a path symbol^ of an arity n and an n-tuple of terms as arguments. Additionally, there is a 0-ary symbol1 that is not a pre x symbol, but is used in a similar way.
De nition 6. Let Following the explicit naming of paths in the calculus, the formulas used internally to the tableau have a more detailed syntax than ordinary CTL/CTLformulas. A syntactic facility to use path descriptors in logical formulas is added:
To state the validity of a path formula P on the su x of a path p (described by a path descriptor ) beginning in a xed state g (described by a pre x ) on that path, the symbol can syntactically take the role of a path quanti er. In this role, is a path selector. This results in the following syntax for node formulas in all tableaux tracing this concept:
De nition 8. ( This means that the path ( ; ) = (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : :) of K begins in state g 0 = ( 0 ; ) and passes through the other known states g ( ; 1; ) = ( 1 ; ), : : :, g ( ; n; ) = ( n ; ) in the speci ed order.
De nition 10. The relation j = j = of a Kripke-structure K = (G; R; M) with a set P(K) of paths, a P&P-interpretation , a set F of formulas and a variable assignment to free(F) is de ned as follows, based on the truth of formulas in Kripke-structures, j = CTL resp. j = CTL , 1a. for every pre xed formula : F, F not containing a path selector: (K; ; ) j = j = : F :, ( ( ; ); ) j = CTL F ;
i.e. in the state corresponding to the pre x under variable assignment , the (state) formula F holds. 1b. for every pre xed formula : F, F containing a (leading) path selector: (K; ; ) j = j = : P :, ( ( ; )j ( ; ; ) ; ) j = P ;
i.e. on the su x of the path ( ; ) beginning in the ( ; ; )th state (which is ( ; ) by concistency), the path formula P holds. 2. for all path information formulas I = : 0 ; L 0 ; 1 ; L 1 ; : : : ; n ; L n ;1]: (K; ; ) j = j = : 0 ; L 0 ; 1 ; L 1 ; : : : ; n ; L n ;1] i I is consistent with for the variable assignment , and for all 0 i n: L i = ) ( ; i+1 ; ) = ( ; i ; ) + 1 ; L i 6 = ) for all j with ( ; i ; ) < j < ( ; i+1 ; ) : ( ( ; ; j); ) j = L i ;
i.e. if L i = , then ( ; i ; ) and ( ; i+1 ; ) are immediately succeeding indices, else for all ( nitely, but arbitrary many) states g j situated between ( ; ; ( ; i ; )) and ( ; ; ( ; i+1 ; )) on path ( ; ) the relation (g j ; ) j = L i holds. For a set F of path information formulas and pre xed formulas, its truth in a Kripke-structure K = (G; R; M) with a set P(K) of paths under a variable assignment to free(F) is de ned as follows: (K; ) j = j = j = F :, there is a P&P-interpretation = ( ; ; ) such that (K; ; ) j = j = F holds. Since a branch of a tableau is a set of formulas like this, j = j = j = is a relation on Kripke-structures and branches.
The construction of Kripke-structures and consistent P&P-interpretations to a given set of formulas plays an important role in the proof of correctness. apply to the whole tableau.
For dissolving modalities, the information about the frame of the Kripkestructure has to be considered. It is encoded in the path information formulas. In one step a pre xed formula is dissolved \along" a path information formula, inducing the following form of tableau rules: pre xed formula path information formula pre xed formulas path information formulas where the premise takes the latest path information formula on the current branch for the path symbol to be considered. The connection between the pre xed formula being dissolved and the path information is established by the pre x and, if exists, the leading path selector of the pre xed formula. For dissolving pre xed formulas, a path quanti er resp. -selector is broken up together with the subsequent modal operator:
-For dissolving a formula of the form : EP , a path satisfying P is named and the path formula is bound to that path: :^ (free(T ))P -Formulas of the form : AP are dissolved once for every path information formula on this branch containing the pre x .
-Formulas of the form : P are dissolved along the path information formula for . In the latter cases, the claim that the state described by the current pre x satis es some formula is decomposed in some less complex claims:
-Which formulas hold in the current state? -Which state should be regarded as the \next relevant state" on the path? -Which formulas hold in this next relevant state? -Which formulas hold in all states in-between?
Special Properties of CTL:
For CTL some propagation theorems can be stated May95] which simplify the dissolving of universally path-quanti ed formulas along branching paths: The validity of a formula F = AP can be decomposed into the validity of a formula G in the current state and the validity of a formula Q on all outgoing paths, concerning only proper successor states. Especially, for parallel paths, only one of them has to be considered. According to this, for CTL, the rule for : EP can be modi ed: Additionally the dissolving of universally pathquanti ed formulas is divided in two parts. The :^ (free(T ))P syntax of tableau formulas is enriched with the syntactic element (A), meaning \on all paths, concerning only proper successor states", which can replace the leading A of a state formula, leading to the following enlargement to Def. 8:
(TC3) With P a TK-path formula, (A)P is a TK-pre-node formula.
The above-mentioned decomposition is formalized as There is the following survey over the basic types of state formulas extending Def. 10:
(TS2a) (K; ; ) j = j = : AP :, For all paths p = (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : :) in K and all n with g n = ( ; ) (pj n ; ) j = P holds. (TS2b) (K; ; ) j = j = : EP :, there is a path p( ) = (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : :) in K and an n( ) so that g n( ) = ( ; ) and (p( )j n( ) ; ) j = P holds. (TC2) (K; ; ) j = j = : P :, ( ( ; )j ( ; ; ) ; ) j = P. (TC3) (K; ; ) j = j = : (A)Q i :, For all paths p = (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : :) in K and all n with g n = ( ; ), ( ( ; )) j = G i implies that (pj n ; ) j = P holds.
Because of this decomposition, each formula of the form : AP is dissolved exactly once, resulting in pairs of formulas : G i (for the current state) and : (A)Q i (describing a property of all outgoing paths). Thus, for CTL, formulas of the form : (A)P are dissolved once for every path information formula on the same branch containing the pre x . The tableau rules for CTL for formulas which are universally path-quanti ed or explicitly bound to named paths are as follows. In the sequel, T denotes the current branch of the tableau,^ is a new pre x symbol and^ is a new path symbol. P is a path formula, F is a state formula. Theorem 12 ((Substitution Lemma)). Let Theorem 13 ((Correctness of TK)).
(a) If a tableau T is satis able and T 0 is created from T by an application of any of the rules mentioned above, then T 0 is also satis able. (b) If there is any closed tableau for F, then F is unsatis able.
The proof of (a) is done by case-splitting separately for each of the rules.
By assumption, there is a Kripke-structure K and a P&P-Interpretation = ( ; ; ) such that for every variable assignment there is a branch T in T with (K; ; ) j = j = T . In all cases apart from the atomic closure rule, K and are extended such that they witness the satis ability of T 0 . In case of the atomic closure rule the Substitution Lemma guarantees the existence of a branch for every variable assignment to free(T 0 ). (b) follows directly from (a).
It is well known that the set of rst-order tautologies of CTL and even of less expressive systems is not recursively enumerable, see, e.g. GHR94, Theorem 4.6.1, p. 130]. In May95] the following is shown: Theorem 14. a) First-order CTL is not compact. b) Any calculus for rst-order CTL cannot be complete.
The calculus is complete modulo inductive properties. For such cases induction rules for temporal properties and well-founded data-structures have to be included. In this setting the notion of completeness has to be relativized to that any proof done in a mathematical way can be completely redone formally.
The calculus is even incomplete for propositional CTL because it cannot use its nite-state-property, so the induction problem remains. For PCTL, the methods mentioned in section 2.1 are complete and e cient. As mentioned there, propositional CTL and rst-order CTL require completely di erent, even contrary, concepts. By introducing abstraction, the presented calculus shows a new concept designed for rst-order CTL, accepting not to be optimal for propositional CTL.
Fairness and Other Extensions
Fairness is not expressible in CTL. It requires the class of path formulas called \reactivity" MP92] which is expressible in CTL . In linear time temporal logic, fairness is expressed as (23(action enabled)) ! 3(action is carried out).
A formula P of linear temporal logic can be bound to a path as P. Complex formulas of linear temporal logic can be processed on single paths by some extensions to the calculus: -Obvious rules for : P^Q resp. : P _ Q.
-All tableau rules copy the leading path selector of the premise in front of the consequent if otherwise the consequent would start with a modal operator not preceded by a path quanti er/selector. The observation that fairness is a property of a path which is decided \near in nity" makes it tractable in the presented calculus (and intractable in the calculus presented in BMP81]):
De nition 15. A formula P of linear time temporal logic is of type ! i for every Kripke-structure K = (G; R; M), every path p 2 P(K), every variable assignment , and all n 2 IN (for all i < n : (p j i ; ) j = P) , p j n j = P :
This establishes the tableau rule Since P is a linear time formula bound to a single path it can be processed by the calculus on this path.
i : AP; P of type ! : 0 ; L 0 ; 1 ; L 1 ; : : : ; n ; L n ;1] n : P for all j > i: j : AP Theorem 16. For rst-order formulas F and G, 2(32:F _ 3G) is of type !.
Fairness is expressible by a formula of type !.
The following extensions are pointed out in May95]: The handling of state-independent interpreted atomic formulas can be improved. In the pure form, such formulas can only be propagated by frame-axioms which have to be included into the speci cation and the set of input formulas. Based on the idea of binding complex formulas of linear time temporal logic to paths the calculus can be used to process CTL -formulas with only little changes.
Conclusion
The presented tableau semantics and -calculus shows new perspectives for formal reasoning in rst-order CTL, enabling a formal veri cation of processes with rst-order speci cations. Due to the embedding of rst-order tableaux all recent techniques such as universal formulas, free variables, liberalized -rule, and equality-handling can be made full use of. Because of the complexity, pure computational as well as intellectual, which results in a very large search space including many occurrences of inductions, interactive proving seems appropriate. This also re ects the point of view that these inductions are part of the speci cation, and thus are to be proven on one side, and can be exploited on the other.
